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Two "Value-Added Calf (VAC) Programs were evaluated relative to feedlot 
performance and profitability. Two hundred seventy-three head of feeder calves were 
included in this study. Ninety-five Certified: Preconditioned for Health (CPH), ninety 
KCA Gold Tag and eighty-eight "Sale Barn" cattle were fed at Horton's Research 
Feedyard in Fort Lupton, Colorado. No background information regarding the health 
status of the Sale Barn cattle was known. Cattle were purchased in December 1997 and 
were entered in the Rocky Mountain Ranch-to-Rail program on January 6, 1998. The 
cattle were checked daily for illness and taken to a hospital pen for treatment if symptoms 
of Bovine Respiratory Disease (BRD) were observed. In addition, the cattle were 
weighed on January 6 and again on March 14 to measure performance parameters. 
Morbidity rates were 31.6%, 36.7% and 78.4% for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and 
Sale Barn groups, respectively. When separated by the number of trips to the hospital 
pen (0= no trips, 1= one trip and 2+= two or more trips), 24.2% of CPH and 21.1% of 
KCA Gold Tag calves classified as sick, were treated only once for morbidity. Of the 
Sale Barn calves that were taken to the hospital pen, 66.7% were treated two or more 
times. These cattle developed more serious cases of BRD and required additional 
medication beyond the antibiotic treatment. In addition, mortality rates were 0%, 1.1% 
and 10.2% for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. Calves sold 
as realizers because of chronic illness represented 1.0%, 0% and 10.2% of the CPH, KCA 
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Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. 
Least-squares means for all variables except average daily gain (ADG) and 
weight #2 (W2) were calculated by including all animals placed on feed in this study 
("included" -1) and by excluding all dead and realizer cattle ("not included" - NI). 
Least-squares means for actual net return (ACTNET-I) were $-22.01, $-4.96 and 
$-50.18/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. Applying 
equal purchase prices to the cattle and calculating net return (ADJNET-I), least-squares 
means were $-4.61, $-5.75 and $-68.17/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn 
groups, respectively. There was no significant difference in ADJNET-I for the CPH and 
KCA Gold Tag cattle; however, both of these groups had a significantly higher ADJNET 
than the Sale Barn cattle. MEDNET-I costs were $8.78, $9.30 and $10.95/hd for the 
CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn calves, respectively. The Sale Barn group had the 
highest MEDNET-I (P < .05). 
Value of cattle was determined using Cattle-Fax feeder calf prices for the week of 
March 13, 1998, basis Colorado (week in which cattle were re-implanted, representing 
approximately 90 days of ownership). The CPH and KCA Gold Tag cattle had a higher 
VALUE-I ($/hd) than the Sale Barn cattle (P < .05). There was no statistical difference 
in average daily gain (ADG) among the groups. 
Least-squares means categorized by hospital designation indicated that calves 
from both hosp 0 and hosp 1 had in higher net returns than calves from hosp 2+ 
(P < .05). In addition, calves from hosp 0 or hosp 1 had a higher value than those calves 
treated two or more times (P < .05). ADG was significantly higher for calves designated 
as hosp 0 or hosp 1 than calves designated as hosp 2. 
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Least-squares means relative to the VAC Program by hospital designation 
interaction showed that cattle that remained healthy during the feeding phase had positive 
values for net return, indicating a profit. Sale Barn cattle treated two or more times for 
BRD had the lowest net return and the highest medical costs (P < .05). ADJNET-NI for 
KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn cattle increased with one trip to the hospital pen. In 
addition, ADG and W2 also increased for the hosp 1 group of KCA Gold Tag and Sale 
Barn cattle. This trend indicates that some cattle from these two treatment groups were 
not identified as "sick" in the feedyard and did not receive treatment for BRD. However, 
ADJNET-I and ADJNET-NI for the CPH cattle actually decreased with trips to the 
hospital pen. This decrease in net return for the hosp 1 and hosp 2+ groups indicates that 
sick cattle were treated accordingly in this pen. ADJNET-NI for CPH/hosp 2+ cattle was 
the lowest of all interactions (P < .05). The CPH cattle that remained healthy in this 
study were the most profitable and had the highest value when compared to the other 
groups. 
Results from this study indicate that VAC Programs did improve the health status 
of cattle. Both the CPH and KCA Gold Tag groups had higher average net returns when 
purchased at comparable prices, lower average net medical costs and lower morbidity and 
mortality rates when compared to the Sale Barn group. Results from this study support 
the theory that some vaccination against BRD is better than no vaccination at all. 
However, proper management prior to weaning and transport is the key to reducing stress 
and decreasing the incidence of BRD. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Feeder calves originating from Kentucky and other southeastern states possess the 
reputation of being "sick" and as such are often discounted in the marketplace. This 
reputation is largely due to a relatively unique marketing system, which creates an 
inordinant amount of stress and leaves calves susceptible to illness. A high percentage of 
cow/calf producers wean and sell calves on the same day at a stockyard where calves are 
commingled and sorted. Additionally, many calves will be processed and resorted at a 
central receiving location owned by an order buyer prior to transporting. Feed and water 
deprivation is often associated with the marketing process prior to calves reaching their 
final destination. All of these factors place a tremendous amount of stress on calves. As 
a result, southeastern cattle experience especially high rates of morbidity in the form of 
Bovine Respiratory Disease (BRD), commonly known as shipping fever. 
Southeastern cattle are often highly susceptible to disease because several factors 
compound the effects of stress. These factors include fescue endophyte, parasites, heat 
stress, lack of vaccinations and poor management. Fescue is one of the most abundant 
forages in many southeastern states and most strains of fescue contain endophyte. 
Endophyte, a fungus (Acremonium coenaphilium) present in fescue, causes cattle to have 
high temperatures and sometimes causes symptoms known as fescue foot and fescue 
toxicosis. Southeastern cattle often have both external and internal parasites. Many 
problems associated with parasites could be eliminated if appropriate dewormers and 
other products to reduce parasites were applied when needed. High temperatures during 
the summer months often lead to decreases in production measures such as cow weight 
loss and decreased milk production. Additionally, many southeastern farmers do not 
vaccinate cattle against diseases prevalent in their area. Vaccination against pathogens 
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associated with Bovine Respiratory Disease could reduce the number of sick calves that 
enter feedlots. Finally, many farms in the southeast are mismanaged; a large number of 
cattle producers in the southeast are part-time farmers who do not rely on farming as 
their primary income. If all southeastern cattle producers had to rely on cattle as their 
sole source of income, then perhaps management systems would be much more effective 
and beneficial to both producers and packers. 
Discrimination at the marketplace occurs due to increased medicine and labor 
costs associated with morbidity, increased mortality rates and decreased performance 
associated with southeastern cattle. Calves originating from Kentucky and the 
southeastern region have averaged a lower purchase price when compared to calf prices 
in other regions of the United States during the past fifteen years. Table 1 compares 
price deviations of cattle originating from Kentucky and the southeast with other regions 
in the United States. With the basis for Kentucky and southeast cattle starting at zero, all 
other regions had a higher average for calf prices ($/cwt) during the past fifteen years 
(Speer, 1997). These average prices clearly show that beef cattle producers in the 
southeast are receiving lower prices for their calves than producers from other areas in 
the United States. Improved health and fescue management programs must be developed 
and implemented in order to improve the overall quality and health status of southeastern 
cattle that are being placed in feedlots in the midwest and southwest. If the reputation 
that southeast calves are "sick" continues to exist, then it will be difficult for southeastern 
producers to continue to earn a profit when receiving price reductions on their calves. 
Calves that experience sickness upon entering the feedlot require additional 
medical costs and usually experience reduced performance rates. Gardner et al. (1996) 
found that profitability in the feedlot was primarily determined by medical costs. 
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Table 1. Average Calf Price Deviations from 1980 to 1996a($/cwt) 
Central** Cornbelf North Central*1 West6 
Southeast basis'" 4.90 1.15 6.59 2.35 
Kentucky basis £65 090 633 2JJ) 
"Source: USD A, NASS (1997)- adapted by Speer, 1997 
bStates= CO, NM, TX, OK, KS and NE 
cStates= MN, WI, MI, IA, MO, EL, IN and OH 
dStates= ND, SD, MT and WY 
eStates= OR, WA, ID, CA, NV, AZ and UT 
fStates= KY, TN, AR, LA, MS, GA, AL, FL, NC and SC 
Calves with the greatest medical costs yielded carcasses with lower marbling scores, and, 
therefore, lower quality grades. In the Texas A&M Ranch to Rail program, McNeill 
(1996) documented that sick calves resulted in lower net returns, higher feed costs and 
fewer cattle grading Choice. Montgomery et al. (1984) also documented that BRD 
caused detrimental effects on USDA quality grades. 
Two Value-Added Calf (VAC) health programs [Certified: Precondition for 
Health (CPH) and KCA Gold Tag] are currently being sponsored by the Kentucky 
Cattlemen's Association to improve the health status of Kentucky calves that are 
backgrounded or placed in feedlots. Both of these programs have specific requirements 
including mandatory vaccinations against the pathogens most commonly associated with 
BRD. However, these programs take a different approach to addressing the problems 
facing the industry at the marketplace. Neither of these programs have been evaluated to 
measure the economic benefits associated with decreased morbidity rates. This thesis 
project was designed to evaluate value differences associated with cattle originating from 
various health program backgrounds and to determine the effect of calf morbidity rates 
on feedlot performance and profitability. 
Currently, there is no research work to show the economic advantage and create 
an incentive for Kentucky cattle producers to take their calves through either the CPH or 
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KCA Gold programs. If producers could receive a higher premium on calves when sold 
at weaning, then producers would be more likely to enter their calves in one of the VAC 
programs. Also, research to determine the economic advantage of the VAC programs 
would predict the profitability of retaining ownership in calves rather than selling them at 
weaning. These two programs could alter the impression of Kentucky feeder cattle in the 
midwest and southwest by reducing the incidence of BRD and improving morbidity rates 
of cattle entering feedlots. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Traditionally, the state of Kentucky has been termed a cow-calf state because of 
the large number of weaned calves that are shipped from Kentucky to the midwest and 
southwest. Kentucky ranks eighth nationally in the total number of beef cows and 
thirteenth in the total number of cattle present (NASS, 1996). Abundant forages grown 
on rolling hillsides not suitable for other agricultural purposes have contributed to the 
large number of beef cows in Kentucky. However, it is not practical to finish large 
numbers of cattle in Kentucky because feedlots located in areas such as Kansas, 
Oklahoma, Texas and other plains or midwestern states can finish cattle at a lower cost. 
Concentrates such as corn and grain sorghum used in finishing rations are produced in 
much larger quantities in the midwest and plains states and are available at a cheaper 
price. In addition, the dry, arid climate is more suitable for cattle in feedlots. Feedlot 
operators have fewer problems with mud when compared to areas in the southeast which 
average more inches of annual rainfall. Consequently, feedlots in these areas have been 
the most efficient in finishing beef cattle, and large packing plants have moved to this 
area. As cattle are being shipped to feedyards, they are placed under a large amount of 
stress, which results in high levels of morbidity that is often caused by Bovine 
Respiratory Disease (BRD). 
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Bovine Respiratory Disease 
BRD is a general term that is often used to describe infectious pneumonia 
resulting in pulmonary lesions (Muggli-Cockettet al., 1992). BRD occurs because of 
complex interactions between microorganisms and unfavorable physical and 
environmental conditions (Yates, 1982). Symptoms of BRD include: depressed animal 
(usually holds head down), empty flank or gut region, coughing, nasal discharge, ocular 
discharge, increased respiratory rate, loss of appetite and increased body temperature 
(Nyamusika et al., 1994; Pumell, 1997). 
BRD occurs in two forms, depending on the age of the animal and the specific 
management conditions. The major form of BRD in dairy calves is enzootic pneumonia 
and acute fibrinous pneumonia in beef calves. Acute fibrinous pneumonia, commonly 
known as shipping fever, occurs primarily upon entry into feedlots (Babiuk et al., 1990). 
Most animals recover from both forms of BRD if treated with antibiotics. However, 
some animals may die, and others suffer from chronic respiratory distress if antibiotics 
are not initiated early in the disease process. The combined outcome of these two forms 
of BRD accounts for losses ranging from 250 million to 500 million dollars annually to 
the North American cattle industry (Babiuk et al., 1990). Since BRD is a serious threat 
to newly weaned beef calves, better prevention methods must be developed. 
BRD is difficult to control because several factors play a role in the severity of 
the disease. These factors include multiple pathogens (both viruses and bacteria), 
management, environment and animal genetics. A commercial vaccine with protection 
against all infectious agents is not available at the present time, partly because the 
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production of an effective vaccine against one or more of the pathogens may not prevent 
the disease since other pathogens can become the predominant cause of disease. Future 
research may allow the production of vaccines that could protect against the most 
commonly associated agents. Other possible solutions may include genetic selection 
against animals susceptible to BRD and/or animals resistant to BRD. 
BRD occurs at a much higher rate when calves first arrive at the feedlot. The 
peak of incidence of BRD is during the first three weeks of arrival into the feedlot (Kelly 
and Janzen, 1986). A summary of fourteen studies evaluating incidence of BRD among 
newly arrived calves into the feedlot indicated that disease occurance ranged from 0% to 
69%. Most feedlots reported 15% to 45% incidence rate of BRD among calves entering 
the feedlot. The mortality rate during the same period ranged from 0% to 15% among 
the feedlots with an average reported between 1% and 5% (Kelly and Janzen, 1986). 
Incidence of BRD has a large impact on the health status of feeder calves. Better 
vaccination programs and transport methods must be established in order to reduce 
sickness during this vulnerable period in a calf s life. 
Physiology of Morbidity 
The anatomy of the bovine lung is different from that of many other species, 
possessing four lobes (cranial, middle, caudal and accessory) on the right side and two 
lobes on the left side (cranial and caudal). The location of the right cranial lobe allows 
drainage of secretions into the bronchus, thereby causing the right cranial lobe to be more 
susceptible to infections (Smith, 1984). The major function of the lung is gas exchange, 
which is accomplished by bringing blood and air together in the peripheral gas exchange 
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portion of the lung. The respiratory muscles must generate sufficient force to overcome 
the elastic recoil of the lung and the frictional resistance of the airways. In general, lung 
diseases decrease compliance and/or increase resistance, which increases the work of 
breathing and requires additional use of the respiratory muscles (Smith, 1984). Cattle are 
more susceptible to lung injury because they have small lungs, no collateral ventilation 
and limited interlobular interdependence (Robinson et al., 1983). 
All infectious agents produce clinical signs by altering lung function (Robinson et 
al., 1983). During respiratory disease, cattle often have regions in the lung that are 
poorly ventilated, but continue to receive blood flow. However, the lungs possess several 
mechanisms that can match ventilation and blood flow. During many of the Bovine 
Respiratory Diseases, the lung is affected differently. Factors that influence colonization 
of the lung are listed below (Babiuk and Acres, 1983). 
1. Viral infections alter: 
mucociliary clearance 
bronchotracheal secretions 
bacterial adherence 
local iron levels 
macrophage functions 
neutrophil functions 
lymphocyte functions 
2. Respiratory tract environment: 
levels of iron and zinc 
mucosal surfaces 
lysozyme 
antibody 
3. Bacterial characteristics: 
cytotoxins 
capsules 
fimbriae 
enzymes 
cation sequestering mechanisms 
endotoxin 
plasmids 
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Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR) produced symptoms compatible to 
obstruction of the upper airway and trachea (Smith, 1984). On the other hand, calves 
infected with Pasteurella developed a series of changes that included hypoxemia, 
decreased compliance, increases resistance and hypoventilation. This series indicates a 
disease process that begins in the lung parenchyma and extends into the peripheral 
airways (Smith, 1984). These are just two examples of how BRD affects the lung 
differently when the animal is attacked by different bacteria and/or viruses. The 
infecting agent should be identified to ensure the most effective treatment is given to 
infected animals. 
Physiological measurements such as lung lesions have recently been used to study 
BRD. Infectious pneumonia in feedlot cattle can often be identified by one of three main 
morphological types of lung lesions in cattle which include bronchopneumonic, fibrinous 
and interstitial (Smith, 1984). Bronchopneumonia is identified by a dark, firm, lung 
lesion that is inflamed within the surrounding area. Fibrinous pneumonia is identified by 
dark, hard, swollen, lobar lesion involving inflammation of airways. A fibrinous lung 
lesion indicates an inflammation in the lung parenchyma which causes severe vascular 
damage (Smith, 1984). The third type of lung lesions, interstitial, is recognized by pink 
to red color, rubbery and wet surface. The main lesion is located in the alveolar walls. 
The lung may also have acute lesions, all of which are very characteristic to its main 
morphological type (Smith, 1984). 
Bacteria, viruses and mycoplasmas are all responsible for the production of lung 
damage. Also, when outbreaks are investigated at an early stage, all three of these agents 
may be found in the upper and lower respiratory tract of affected animals (Bryson, 1985). 
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Bacterial Pneumonia 
Several pathogenic bacteria have been directly linked to calf pneumonia, which 
often leads to BRD. Some of the most common bacteria associated with BRD include: 
-Pasteurella heamolytica 
-Haemophilus somnus 
-Mycoplasma bovis 
-Pasteurella multocida 
-Corynebacterium pyogenes 
-Streptobacillus actinoides 
These bacteria are often found in the upper respiratory tract as normal flora (Bryson, 
1985). An infection that involves more than one of these bacteria is not uncommon. In 
healthy calves, these bacteria are not usually found in the lower respiratory tract, but if 
present, they are removed by phagocytosis (Muggli-Cockett et al., 1992). It is estimated 
that 90% of bacterial pneumonias develop following a viral infection (Babiuk et al., 
1990). Bacteria have a normal defense mechanism to avoid phagocytic clearance during 
a viral infection. This defense mechanism alters the number and virulence of the 
bacterial flora, creating a susceptible condition for bacterial pneumonia. Infectious 
agents may cause lung lesions, but stress factors predispose the animal to infection and 
increase the severity of disease (Muggli-Cockett et al., 1992). 
The most fatal pneumonia caused by microbial agents is acute fibrinous 
pneumonia caused by Pasteurella hemolytica. These lesions have a distinctive feature, 
which is a pattern of coagulation necrosis of the lung parenchyma. When identified, 
these lesions are probably three to four days old. Affected animals are difficult to 
identify in time for treatment to be effective (Cummins, 1984; Smith, 1984). Other 
bacterial agents are easily identified, but it is unusual to identify viral infections through 
lung lesions. 
Pasteurella hemolytica resembles a cytotoxin, which is a toxin for bovine 
neutrophils, lymphocytes and macrophages. The capsule of Pasteurella Multocida has 
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demonstrated the ability to inhibit the ingestion of the organism by bovine neutrophils. 
Material present in the capsule inhibits the ability of neutrophils to ingest Staphylococcus 
aureus. A heat extractable surface material capable of inhibiting S. aureus ingestion was 
found in Haemophilus somnus (Cummins, 1984). 
The relationship of a host's environment and the establishment of residence by the 
bacterial pathogen is complex. Bacteria exist on mucosal cells, and different species 
associate with each other appropriately. A viral infection, stress and antibiotics can alter 
the relationships of the organisms to each other and to the cells near them. Most bacteria 
must attach to the cell by a specific host receptor site called an adhesin in order to cause 
harm. These adhesins are genetically determined and account for the specificity of 
infections of certain tissues in certain species. Many of the disease causing bacteria exist 
as part of the normal flora, and the infection depends on the attachment to adhesins 
which are located on the fimbria of Gram negative bacteria and fibrillae of Gram positive 
bacteria (Smith, 1984). 
Viral Infections 
The following viruses are often involved with BRD: 
-Parainfluenza-3 (PI-3) 
-Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus (BRSV) 
-Bovine Viral Diarrhea (BVD) 
-Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis (IBR) 
Although the viruses associated with BRD usually produce only mild lesions and 
symptoms, they have a detrimental effect on pulmonary defense mechanisms which leads 
to secondary infections caused by bacteria and mycoplasmas (Cummins, 1984). Viral 
activity has been reported most frequently in the early stages of the outbreak of 
pneumonia. The following evidence suggests that respiratory viruses are 
immunosuppressive (Cummins, 1984). 
1. Epidemiologic tests may reveal that infection with a particular virus is 
associated with higher incidences of bacterial pneumonia 
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2. Inoculation of experimental animals with a virus may cause lung colonization 
by subsequent bacteria. 
3. When studied by in vitro procedures, viral infection may result in defects in 
host defense mechanisms. 
4. Incubation of a virus with lymphocytes or phagocytes in vitro may alter cellular 
functions (Cummins, 1984). 
Mycoplasma 
Mycoplasmas are often recovered from the upper and lower respiratory tract of 
calves during both the early and late stages of pneumonia. The Mycoplasma species 
most commonly isolated from the lungs are M. dispar, M. bovis, ureaplasmas and M. 
bovirhinis. In laboratory experiments, lung lesions produced by mycoplasmas have been 
limited and the clinical signs were mild, thus leading researchers to doubt if 
mycoplasmas when acting without viral and bacterial infections can produce lung lesions 
of comparable severity to those seen in naturally occurring outbreaks (Bryson, 1985). 
Immune Response 
Cells in an animal's immune system must undergo many complex interactions in 
order for that animal to recover from an infection. These interactions are mediated by 
cytokines, which can activate cells to kill or reduce the replication rate of the pathogen. 
Cytokines are composed of a number of different proteins or glycoproteins, which 
influence the activity of both cells, that produce them and other cell types involved in 
immunity. Cytokines were one of the first biologically active molecules produced using 
recombinant DNA technology. Current studies using recombinant cytokines have 
investigated the mechanisms of action of each cytokine in vitro and in vivo. A study by 
Babiuk et al. (1990) used interferons to reduce morbidity and mortality of cattle infected 
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with BRD. Interferons are glycoproteins produced by animal cells that act to prevent the 
replication of a range of viruses by inducing resistance (Atlas, 1997). 
Several of the predisposing factors of BRD have the ability to cause 
immunosuppression. A possible reversal of immunosuppression could enable the animal 
to clear the pathogen(s). Since cytokines can upgrade immune response, their use in 
reducing incidence of BRD is a possibility. Babiuk et al. (1990) discovered that animals 
treated with interferons prior to infection of a Bovine herpesvirus-1 dramatically reduced 
the clinical signs caused by subsequent bacterial infection. Since disease prevention is 
always better than treatment, better methods need to be developed to predict outbreaks of 
specific diseases to allow treatments to be initiated before infection is established within 
the herd. Treatment of animals when under conditions of stress could reduce morbidity 
and mortality rates of feedlot calves (Babiuk et al., 1990). 
Impact of Stress on BRD 
A primary component in the etiology of BRD is stress. Stress is an environmental 
condition that results in strain on the animal and causes a change in the animal's 
homeostasis (VonTungeln, 1986). It is important to realize that all stress is not 
detrimental. However, once a certain threshold has been passed the animal is no longer 
able to respond in an effective manner. Many of the stressors associated with BRD have 
been identified. These stressors include castration, dehorning, vaccinating, weaning, 
transport, exposure to disease and feed/water deprivation. Of all of these stressors, 
transportation has been identified as the most detrimental (Blecha et al., 1984; Cole et 
al., 1988; Purnell, 1997; VonTungeln, 1986). A study conducted by VonTungeln (1986) 
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reported that trucking of calves resulted in a significant (P <.05) increase in Cortisol 
levels while weaning of calves produced only a slight increase in Cortisol levels. Serum 
Cortisol levels are often used to measure the amount of stress that an animal undergoes. 
That study also reported that transportation increased shrink more than deprivation of 
feed and water for the same amount of time. Research has indicated that total weight 
loss from weaning to arrival at final destination in simulated or actual industry conditions 
ranges from 7 to 11% (Camp et al., 1981; VonTungeln, 1986). Cattle that were 
transported lost significantly more weight than cattle that had been fasted and not 
transported (VonTungeln, 1986). The reason for this difference is that transported cattle 
excrete higher amounts of feces and urine (table 2). Therefore in order to decrease 
shrink, the rate of passage of ingesta and urine must be decreased. Although shrink may 
not be a direct cause of morbidity/mortality among newly arrived feeder cattle, the 
interaction of several stressors during a short period of time will certainly have a negative 
impact on cattle. The key to reducing morbidity and mortality among feeder cattle is to 
reduce stress through management practices initiated at the place of origin. 
Stressors on an animal such as castration, dehorning, weaning, handling and many 
others that are associated with moving cattle into the feedlots have been proven to result 
in increased plasma Cortisol concentrations (Cummins, 1984). Evidence suggests that 
high Cortisol concentrations affect several aspects of the host defenses and impairs some 
aspects of neutrophil function. More importantly, increased plasma Cortisol 
concentration inhibits the emigration of neutrophils into the tissue sites of inflammation 
(Cummins, 1984). 
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Table 2. Composition of shrinkage during a 48 hour period' 
Barn Truck 
Feces 
Urine 
Total 
Weight lost 
9.4 
36.8 
24.4 
61.2 
% 
18.8 
6.0 
6.2 
12.2 
c 
34.4 
32.8 
67.2 
% 
Adapted from Vontungeln, 1986 
A study by Wilson et al. (1985) determined the effects of market origin and 
feeding management on the levels and distribution of BRD. Three groups of calves were 
purchased from auction markets and started on a ration that consisted of high levels of 
grain while another group of calves that were primarily farm-assembled was started on a 
10% grain ration. Calves purchased from auction markets were determined to be 6.3 
times (P < 0.0005) more likely to be treated for any disease, 4.9 times (P < 0.0005) more 
likely to be treated for respiratory disease, 12.7 times (P < 0.0025) more likely to die and 
6.7 times (P < 0.0471) more likely to die with respiratory disease (Wilson et al., 1985). 
The auction-market groups had epidemic curves of respiratory disease that peaked from 
days 27 to 30 after arrival at the feedlot. However, the farm-assembled group showed 
only a small number of sporadic cases of disease throughout the study. 
Preconditioning Programs 
Preconditioning can be defined as a pre-sale management program that is 
designed to reduce stress and disease among weaned calves that are moved from the 
cowherd into a feedlot (Thornsbury, 1991). As defined by the American Academy of 
Bovine Practitioners, preconditioning consists of the following criteria, which are 
performed at the farm of origin and certified by a veterinarian: 
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1. Calves weaned at least three weeks before sale 
2. Calves trained to eat from a feed bunk and to drink from a trough 
3. Calves treated for parasites 
4. Calves vaccinated for blackleg, malignant edema, parainfluenza-3 virus (PI-3), 
infectious bovine rhinotracheitis virus (IBR), Pasteurella, and sometimes bovine 
viral diarrhea virus (BVD) and Haemophilus somnus 
5. Calves castrated and dehorned 
6. Calves identified with an ear tag 
A preconditioning program was first initiated in Iowa by Dr. John Herrick as an 
effort to improve the overall health status of feeder calves (Thornsbury, 1991). His 
program supported castration and dehorning of calves, vaccinations of calves three to 
four weeks before weaning, and feeding calves from a bunk for at least 30 days. 
Livestock owners who followed these guidelines were given a certificate and the calves 
received a green metal-clip ear tag. This program was a success and soon after, other 
states such as Kentucky and Missouri designed preconditioning programs similar to the 
one designed by Dr. Herrick. Kentucky began promoting its preconditioning program in 
the late 1970s. Although these programs were initially a success, they began to decline 
during the early 1980s as the price of calves declined and farmers thought they could not 
afford the cost to process feeder calves. Many researchers agree that calves that have 
been vaccinated, weaned for 30 days and castrated before sale have fewer problems with 
BRD upon entering the feedlot. Although it is desirable to purchase calves that have 
been preconditioned, the average price paid for weaned calves is not reflective of their 
added value (Thornsbury, 1991). 
A study by Peterson et al. (1989) found that preconditioned calves must return an 
additional $4.50 per 100 pounds over the price of non-preconditioned calves to break 
even for the cow-calf producer. These calves were weaned, vaccinated, treated for grubs, 
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dehorned and castrated before sold as feeder calves. Peterson et al. (1989) also 
determined that feedlot managers could only afford to pay $1.00 per 100 pounds more for 
preconditioned calves; in his study, preconditioning was not economically beneficial for 
either the cow-calf producer or the feedlot operator; costs for preconditioning calves 
outweighed benefits to the cattle feeder (Peterson et al., 1989). The management 
practice that had the highest cost was weaning cattle before sale to the feedlot. Cow-calf 
producers have additional costs when weaning cattle, which include feed costs, facility 
costs and higher medical costs. Peterson et al. (1989) suggests vaccinating, treating for 
grubs, castrating and dehorning but not weaning before sale. 
Benefits of preconditioning should include increased farm gains, reduced transit 
shrink, reduced feedlot morbidity and mortality rates, improved feedlot performance and 
increased profits (Cole, 1985). However, these benefits do not always exist and the 
belief that preconditioning programs consistently provide these advantages has been 
questioned (Pate and Crockett, 1978, Cole, 1985, Lofgreen, 1988). Dr. Max Thornsbury 
(1991) suggests that preconditioning must begin much earlier than the traditional four 
weeks before the date of sale. Preconditioning must be considered a total herd health 
program for the producer, and procedures should not be just limited to the feeder calves, 
but also to the cow herd as well (Thornsbury, 1991). 
A direct value to compare sick and healthy cattle would be useful in determining 
the overall effect that BRD has on cattle that enter the feedlot. Benefits associated with 
preconditioning should be measured to determine morbidity rates among cattle that have 
been preconditioned. Recent literature has indicated that morbidity affects profitability 
in the feedlot and has longterm effects on carcass quality (McNeill, 1996; Gardner et al., 
1996). In addition, results from the Oklahoma Steer Feedout (Gardner et al., 1996) 
indicated that cattle that experience morbidity during the feeding phase had lower 
marbling scores (Table 4). The longterm effects of calf morbidity on carcass quality and 
palatability of the endproduct of an animal has not been determined. 
Table 3. Impact of Health on Performance, Profit and USDA Quality Grade3 
Sick Healthy 
No. of head 2127 5596 
Death loss (%) 2.7 0.5 
Avg. daily gain (kg/day) 1.26 1.34 
Feed cost of gain ($/cwt) 52.13 48.93 
Total cost of gain ($/cwt) 61.80 52.71 
Medicine cost ($/hd) 31.00 0.00 
Net Return ($/hd) -22.66 +69.60 
Quality Grade: 
% Choice 27.0 39.0 
% Select 67.0 57.0 
% Standard 6.0 4.0 
a
 Adapted from McNeill, 1996 
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Table 4. Characteristics of Steers in Oklahoma Steer Feedout (1990-1995)" 
Tod 25%b Bottom 25%' 
Steers 390 390 
days on feed 162 175 
avg. daily gain, lb. 3.5 3.2 
Carcass weight, lb. 724 718 
Dressing % 61.6 59.7 
Yield grade 2.6 2.4 
Marbling score0 Sm 68 SI 68 
% Prime 3.6 0 
% upper 2/3 Choice 32.6 1.8 
% low Choice 60.2 21.3 
% Select 3.6 74.1 
% Standard 0 2.8 
Total calf cost, $/hd 426.65 469.64 
Total feed cost, $/hd 386.05 420.30 
Medical cost, $/hd 1.13 21.86 
Live value/ cwt 64.60 57.80 
Carcass value, cwt 104.76 96.68 
Total feedlot cost, $/hd 812.70 889.94 
Gross live value, $/hd 758.45 694.16 
Net Return, $/hd -54.24 -195.78 
a
 Adapted from Gardner et al., 1996 
b
 Based on net return 
0
 Marbling scores: Sm= Small (Choice quality grade), Sl= Slight (Select quality grade) 
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"Value-Added Calf' Programs 
"Value-Added Calf' (VAC) programs were designed to improve the health status 
of calves once they leave the ranch or farm of origin. Several VAC programs have been 
designed in different states to help prepare the calves to enter the various marketing and 
production channels that exist in today's beef industry. Currently, the Kentucky 
Cattleman's Association (KCA) is sponsoring two different VAC health programs. These 
include Certified: Preconditioned for Health (CPH) and KCA Gold Tag. These 
programs have taken different approaches to problems that are faced when marketing 
calves. The following is a list of the requirements for these two programs. 
KCA Gold Tag 
-Calves must be vaccinated for IBR, PI3, BRSV, BVD, 7 strains of Clostridium, 
Haemophilus somnus, and Pasteurella with a KCA Gold Tag approved vaccine. 
-Vaccinations must be administered 21-60 days before calves are marketed. 
-Calves must be castrated, dehorned and healed. 
-Calves must be owned by the seller for at least 27 days. 
-Calves must be identified with the official KCA Gold ear tag. 
-Verification of these procedures must be through a certified veterinarian who has 
completed continuing education on quality assurance and the KCA Gold Tag program. 
-Participants must have completed the Total Quality Management (TQM) program and 
have a TQM number. 
-Participation is open to all members of the Kentucky Cattleman's Association. 
Certified: Preconditioned for Health 
-Calves must be owned by seller at least 60 days. 
-Calves must be weaned 30 days. 
-Calves must be eating feed from a bunk (do not overfeed, fleshy calves should be 
avoided). 
-Calves must be trained to drink from a trough. 
-Calves must be dehorned and healed (no visible horns or scurs). 
-Males must be castrated and healed (knife castration is strongly recommended). 
-Calves treated for grubs and lice. 
-Calves must be dewormed with a product effective against inhibited Ostertagia a 
maximum of 50 days prior to sale. 
-Vaccinated for Clostridia (7-way). 
-Vaccinated and boostered for IBR, PI3, BVD, BRSV, and H. somnus (modified live 
vaccine recommended for viral diseases). 
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-All vaccines and boosters must be administered no more than 90 days and at least 14 
days prior to sale. 
-All processing must be recorded on body map and chart on CPH certificate. 
-Calves must be identified with the official Kentucky CPH tag. 
-Heifers are guaranteed open at time of sale and steers are guaranteed not to be bulls. 
Seller must agree to reimburse buyer $100.00 for pregnant heifers or intact bulls. All 
claims must be properly verified by a veterinarian within seven months of sale. 
-Optional: Pasteurella haemolytica vaccination. 
King et al. (1997) indicated that buyers were willing to pay a higher price for 
calves that have been through a VAC program. Requirements for the VAC 34 and VAC 
45 Health Programs are listed in Table 5. Calves that qualified for either the VAC 34 or 
VAC 45 program sold for $0.99 and $3.35/cwt higher, respectively, than calves who did 
not qualify for these programs or calves that did not receive vaccinations before sale 
(King et al., 1997). Buyers were also willing to pay $0.43/cwt more for calves that did 
not qualify for a value added health program but were vaccinated against one or more 
viruses than they were for calves that had not received a virus vaccination in 1996. In 
1997, King and Odde (1998) repeated this study and used data on 1902 calves that were 
sold through 10 video auctions between June and October 1997. Calves that received 
either the VAC 34 or VAC 45 program had a mean adjusted sales price of $1.61 and 
$3.89/ cwt higher, respectively, than the mean price paid for calves that were not entered 
in a health program. Results of these consecutive studies indicate that buyers are willing 
to pay a higher price for calves that have received specific value added health programs. 
Calves entered in these health programs were also more likely to be sold straight off of 
the farm of origin to feedlot owners rather than taken to a local sale barn for purchasing. 
Table 5. Descriptions of VAC 34 and VAC 45 Health Programs' 
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VAC 34 
-vaccinated at branding against 7-way Blackleg 
-vaccinated at least 3 to 4 weeks prior to weaning against: 
-IBR (chemically altered modified live) 
-PI-3 (chemically altered modified live) 
-BVD (killed) 
-BRSV (modified live or killed) 
-Pasteurella haemolytica (with leukotoxoid component) 
VAC 45 fpre-weaning option) 
-vaccinated at 2 to 4 months of age or at least 3 to 4 week prior to weaning for: 
-IBR (chemically altered modified live) 
-PI-3 (chemically altered modified live) 
-BVD (killed) 
-BRSV (modified live or killed) 
-7-way Blackleg 
-Pasteurella haemolytica (with leukotoxoid component) 
-Re-vaccinated at weaning against IBR, PI-3, BVD, BRSV and Pasteurella haemolytica 
-Calves must be weaned at least 45 day before shipping 
VAC 45 (weaning option) 
-vaccinated against 7-way Blackleg at branding 
-vaccinated at weaning and again 14 to 21 days later for the following diseases: 
-IBR 
-PI-3 
-BVD 
-BRSV 
-Pasteurella haemolytica 
-Calves must be weaned at least 45 days before shipping 
a
 Adapted from King et al., 1997 
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Metaphylaxis 
Mass medication upon arrival at the feedlot is an effective method of decreasing 
the incidence of BRD (Galyean et al., 1995). Tilmicosin Phosphate, commonly referred 
as Micotil (Elanco Animal Health), is highly effective when used as a mass medication 
treatment for newly received calves. Gaylean et al. (1995) examined the effect of Micotil 
on morbidity and mortality rates. Mass treatment and rectal temperature-based treatment 
of calves with Micotil decreased the percentage of calves with BRD to 11.9% and 12.9%, 
respectively, while 43.6% of calves from the control group were treated for BRD. 
Results indicate that Micotil administered to calves on the basis of rectal temperature at 
the time of initial processing is as effective as mass medication to each individual. 
Medication administered on the basis of temperature could substantially decrease the 
cost of arrival medication. Schumann et al. (1990) administered Micotil to calves upon 
arrival to the feedlot. The treatment rate for BRD during the first five days in the feedlot 
was significantly higher (P<0.05) in the control group than in the Micotil group. In 
addition, the treatment rate for BRD during the first month in the feedlot was also 
significantly higher (P<0.01) for the control group when compared to the Micotil group. 
These studies indicate that mass medication to calves upon arrival into the feedlot could 
reduce morbidity and mortality rates among calves. However, it may not be cost 
effective to administer Micotil to all calves because the price for this antibiotic is 
approximately $ 1,20/cc. Perhaps the administration of Micotil based on rectal 
temperature may be the most cost effective solution (Gaylean et al, 1995). 
Chapter III 
Materials and Methods 
Through funding by the Kentucky Beef Council, a two-year project is being 
conducted to evaluate sources of Kentucky feeder cattle. The three sources of calves 
include: sale barn (no known history), Certified: Preconditioned for Health (CPH) and 
KCA Gold Tag calves. All groups will be evaluated for morbidity, feedlot performance, 
carcass characteristics and palatability attributes. 
Cattle Purchased 
The cattle for this study were selected by order buyers from sales or sale barns in 
Kentucky. CPH cattle were purchased on Decemeber 6,1997 (n=95), at the CPH sale in 
Hopkinsville, Kentucky. The CPH cattle were identified with official tags to verify that 
they met the established guidelines of the CPH program. KCA Gold Tag cattle were 
purchased on December 12,1997 (n=90), at Tompkinsville, Kentucky. Sale barn cattle 
were assembled and purchased on December 13, 1997 (n=88). The average weight of the 
groups of calves ranged from 550-565 lbs. 
Since selection of the CPH cattle came first, an effort was made to select cattle as 
similar as possible in frame size, breed composition and weight range for the KCA Gold 
Tag and Sale Barn groups. Cattle assembled for the study consisted primarily of black, 
black-baldy and smoke-colored steers. No Brahman or dairy influenced calves were 
included in this study. 
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Cattle were trucked directly from site of origin to Horton's Feedyard in Fort 
Lupton, Colorado. Cattle were allowed 36 hours to rest upon arrival to the feedyard 
before being processed; initial processing included vaccination against infectious bovine 
rhinotracheitis (IBR) and bovine viral diarrhea (BVD), deworming (Dectomax), and ear 
tagging. Cattle were weighed and implanted (Synovex-S®) on January 6,1998, and were 
weighed and re-implanted (Synovex-Plus®) on March 14, 1998. Cattle were penned by 
treatment group in adjacent pens. Trained feedyard personnel checked calves twice a 
day for illness. Calves that were identified as sick were moved to a hospital pen for 
treatment. Individual medication doses were recorded. 
Expenses 
Initial costs for each group were $86.41, $82.00 and $80.86/cwt for CPH, KCA 
Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. Freight charges were $24.06, $27.73 and 
$26.59/hd for CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. However, to 
avoid bias based on freight charges, the total freight bill was divided by the number of 
calves shipped to calculate a "common freight charge" of $26.09/hd. 
Feedlot costs included feed costs, initial processing charges, medicine costs, feed 
costs and 1/6/98 processing charges. Initial processing costs included vaccination for 
IBR and BVD, implant (Synovex-S®), dewormer (Dectomax), lot tags and chute charges. 
The average processing charge ($/hd) was 5.53, 5.51 and 5.97 for CPH, KCA Gold Tag 
and Sale Barn, respectively. 
Hospital costs were calculated on a per head basis. Cattle that received additional 
medicine costs after initial processing were charged based on the amount and type of 
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medication administered. The antibiotic used was either Micotil or Biomycin 200, 
depending on the severity of illness as determined by feedyard personnel. 
Individual feed costs were calculated by the total feed cost per pen divided by the 
number of cattle per pen and days on feed. Days on feed for each group were 101, 92 
and 91 for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale barn groups, respectively as of 3/14/98. 
Value Determination 
On January 6,1998, all calves were entered in the Rocky Mountain Ranch to Rail 
program and were weighed and implanted with Synovex-S® Calves were tagged and 
weighed at this time. On March 14, calves were weighed, re-implanted with Synovex 
Plus® and vaccinated for DBR. Average daily gain was calculated from 1/6/98 to 
3/14/98. Feeder steer values were estimated using 3/14/98 weight and the average prices 
per hundred pounds of live weight (cwt) reported in Cattle-Fax, basis Colorado, for the 
week of 3/13/98; Prices ($/cwt) are as follows: 500-599 lbs.= 96, 600-6991bs.= 85,700-
799 lbs = 77, 800-899 lbs.= 75 and >900 lbs.= 72. An "ending value" was calculated for 
each calf for purposes of a "mid-point" analysis of profitability. Net value of cattle was 
determined by subtracting total expenses from "value" on March 14,1998. 
Statistical Analysis 
Data were analyzed using the General Linear Model of the Statistical Analysis 
System (SAS, 1990) by least squares analysis of variance. Actual net return (ACTNET), 
adjusted net return (ADJNET), net medical costs (MEDNET), value, average daily gain 
(ADG) and 3/14/98 weight (W2) were analyzed. The model included lot (VAC 
Program), hospital, lot by hospital interaction and initial weight. Hospital classification 
was as follows: 0= no trips to the hospital pen, 1= one trip to the hospital pen or 2= two 
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or more trips to the hospital pen for additional medical treatment. Least squares means 
were separated using Fisher's Protected Least Significant Differences (LSD) procedure as 
described by Steel and Torrie (1980). 
In addition, means, minimums, maximums and standard deviations were 
calculated for the group of steers and for each treatment group (CPH, KCA Gold Tag and 
Sale Barn). 
Chapter IV 
Results 
Data describing the three experimental groups at the time of purchase are 
presented in Table 6. The CPH calves had the highest percent shrink of 9.85%. These 
calves spent approximately 40 hours on the truck before arriving at the feedyard because 
of bad weather conditions. The Sale Barn calves had the lowest percent shrink, probably 
because the calves experienced feed and water deprivation before arriving at the 
feedyard. 
A summary of the economic and performance parameters for the total group of 
steers is presented in table 7. Expenses and income are listed as pen averages by 
treatment groups (CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn). The CPH cattle had the highest 
purchase cost of $86.41/cwt or $481.08/hd while the sale barn cattle had the lowest 
purchase cost at $80.86/cwt or $445.69/hd. The KCA Gold Tag calves were purchased 
for $82.00/cwt or $462.89/hd. Feed costs varied among groups and the sale barn calves 
averaged the lowest feed cost ($/hd). Average medicine cost was $3.26, $4.78 and 
$14.99/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale barn groups, respectively. The sale barn 
calves had the highest processing costs because 15 calves were castrated. The average 
ending value assigned to calves on March 14,1998, was $628.27, $604.84 and 
$499.32/hd and the net value calculated was $-8.57, $5.31 and $-77.58/hd for the CPH, 
KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. 
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Table 6. Summary of Treatment Groups Purchased 
N Pay weight Shrink (%) Price paid f$/cwt) 
CPH 95 557 9.85 86.41 
KCA Gold Tag 90 565 7.70 82.00 
Sale Barn 88 551 4.83 80.86 
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Table 7. Summary of Economic and Performance Parameters for 
Three Treatment Groups 
CPH KCA Gold Tag Sale Barn 
Date purchased 12/3/97 12/12/97 12/13/97 
Initial weight (lb) 557 565 551 
Total lbs. 52,915 50,850 48,488 
Total cost ($) 
(no freight) 45,702.60 41,660.10 39,220.72 
Average Expenses ($/hd): 
Purchase cost 481.08 462.89 445.69 
Freight3 26.09 26.09 26.09 
Feed 120.88 100.27 84.22 
Hospital cost 3.26 4.78 14.99 
Processing charges 5.59 5.51 5.97 
Total expenses 636.84 599.53 576.90 
Income ($/hd): 
Ending valueb 628.27 604.84 499.32 
Net Value -8.57 5.31 -77.58 
Performance: 
Purchase weight (lb) 557.0 565.0 551.0 
1/6/98 weight (lb) 579.5 564.7 530.0 
3/14/98 weight (lb) 850.0 805.1 788.7 
1/6- 3/14 ADG (lb) 4.01 3.59 3.69 
Feed Cost of Gain ($) 0.43 0.44 1.02 
Total Cost of Gain ($) 0.50 0.55 1.39 
a
 Freight costs were totaled and averaged to yield and equal charge per head. 
b
 Based upon 3/14/98 weight and feeder cattle prices, basis Colorado, as reported by 
Cattle-Fax. 
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Table 8 shows the means, minimums, maximums and standard deviations 
for selected performance and economic factors for all steers included in this study. 
Average daily gain (ADG) was an average of 3.77 pounds (lbs.) for all steers while the 
maximum ADG was 6.25 lbs. and the minimum was 0.39 lbs. Total calf cost ranged 
from $508.03/hd to $659.43/hd. Medicine costs also varied. The average medicine cost 
was $7.50/hd and the range was from $0.00/hd to $41.58/hd. The average net value for 
all calves included in this study was $-26.22/hd. Calves ranged from $-600.64/hd to 
$129.06/hd in net value and the standard deviation was $133.50. 
Tables 9, 10 and 11 show means, minimums, maximums and standard deviations 
for the three treatment groups. Average medicine costs for the groups was $3.20, $4.78 
and $14.93/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. The 
mean net value was $-8.51, $5.31 and $-77.58/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale 
Barn groups, respectively. 
Table 8. Selected Performance and Economic Parameters for the total group 
of steers (n= 273) 
Mean Min Max SD 
Initial weight (lb) 515 357 666 51.9 
1/6/98 wt. (lb) 559 388 710 55.1 
3/14/98 wt. (lb) 817 520 990 80.9 
ADG (lb) 3.77 0.39 6.25 0.8 
Total calf cost ($.hd) 605.20 508.03 659.43 28.9 
Total feed cost ($/hd) 102.27 9.66 121.20 20.9 
Medical cost ($/hd) 7.50 0.00 41.58 10.36 
Ending value ($/hd) 578.98 0.00 712.80 148.50 
Net Value ($/hd) -26.22 -600.64 129.06 133.54 
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Table 9. Selected Performance and Economic Parameters for CPH Calves (n=95) 
Mean Min Max SD 
Initial weight (lb) 502 357 602 44.7 
1/6 weight (lb) 579 434 679 44.7 
3/14 weight (lb) 850 686 990 71.9 
ADG (lb) 4.01 2.18 5.34 0.7 
Total calf cost, $/hd 636.78 617.89 659.43 6.2 
Total feed cost, $/hd 120.88 90.40 121.20 3.2 
Medical cost, $/hd 3.20 0.00 25.53 6.0 
Ending Value, $/hd 628.27 128.96 712.80 64.6 
Net Value. $/hd -8.51 -488.93 78.90 64.4 
Table 10. Selected Performance and Economic Parameters for KCA Gold Tag 
Calves (n=90) 
Mean Min Max SD 
Initial weight (lb) 522 405 666 49.4 
1/6 weight (lb) 565 449 710 49.4 
3/14 weight (lb) 805 630 956 70.3 
ADG (lb) 3.59 2.04 5.04 0.7 
Total calf cost, $/hd 599.53 512.26 629.84 12.2 
Total feed cost, $/hd 100.27 17.10 101.20 8.9 
Medicine cost, $/hd 4.78 0.00 34.13 7.9 
Ending value, $/hd 604.84 0.00 688.32 74.5 
Net value, $/hd 5.31 -512.26 92.61 66.57 
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Table 11. Selected Performance and Economic Parameters for the Sale Barn Calves 
(n=88) 
Mean Min Max SD 
Initial weight (lb) 524 383 660 59.0 
1/6 weight (lb) 530 388 665 60.0 
3/14 weight (lb) 789 520 990 90.3 
ADG (lb) 3.69 0.39 6.25 0.90 
Total calf cost, $/hd 576.90 508.03 613.53 22.4 
Total feed cost, $/hd 84.22 9.66 94.64 24.0 
Medicine cost, $/hd 14.93 0.00 41.58 12.2 
Ending value, $/hd 499.32 0.00 712.80 221.4 
Net Value, $/hd -77.58 -600.64 129.06 206.7 
Morbidity and mortality rates for the calves varied among groups and are 
presented in Table 12. The % Morbidity was 31.6, 36.7 and 78.4 for the CPH, KCA Gold 
Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. The majority of the cattle treated only once were 
from the CPH group while the highest percent of cattle treated three or more times was 
from the sale barn group. 
Table 13 compares "sick" cattle versus the "healthy" ones. 132 calves were 
determined "sick" while 141 calves were classified as "healthy." The average medicine 
cost for "sick" cattle was $15.56/hd. The average medicine cost for cattle treated 1 time 
(IX), twice (2X) or 3 or more times (3X+) was $7.90, $15.53 and $28.07/hd for the 
groups, respectively. ADG for the "sick" calves was 3.68 lbs. while the healthy calves 
had an ADG of 3.85 lbs. The cattle treated 2X or 3X+also had the lowest ADG. When 
comparing treatment groups, the CPH group had the highest percent of "healthy" 
Table 12. Morbidity and Mortality Rates for the three treatment groups 
CPH KCA Gold Tag Sale Barn 
% Morbidity 31.6 36.7 78.4 
%ixa 24.2 21.1 26.1 
%2X 5.3 10.0 15.9 
%3X + 2.1 5.6 36.4 
% Mortality 0 1.1 10.2 
% Realizersb 1.0 0 10.2 
a
 Cattle were treated one time in hospital pen, twice, or three times or more. 
b
 "Realizers" were sold at sale barn because of poor performance. 
Table 13. Parameters for a comparison of performance and economics (n=273) 
Sick IX 2X 3X+ Healthy 
Total # 132 65 28 39 141 
Avg. hospital cost ($/hd) 15.56 7.90 15.53 28.07 0 
ADG from 1/6- 3/14 3.68 3.90 3.36 3.45 3.85 
% CPH 22.7 35.4 17.9 5.1 46.1 
% KCA Gold Tag 25.0 29.2 32.1 12.8 40.4 
% Sale Barn 52.3 35.4 50.0 82.1 13.5 
Net Value with 
Actual purchase price 
($/hd) 
Net Value with 
Equal purchase price 
($fhd) 
-85.99 
-91.64 
-2.49 
-2.93 
-80.13 
-86.27 
-229.36 
-243.33 
15.21 
20.49 
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calves (46.1%) followed by the KCA Gold Tag calves at 40.0%. Only 13.5% of the sale 
barn calves were "healthy." The sale barn pen had the highest percent of "sick" cattle, 
when compared to the other two treatment groups. "Sick" cattle had an average net 
return of $-85.99/hd while the "healthy" cattle averaged $15.21/hd. When cattle are 
compared with an equal purchase price ($463.68/hd), "sick" cattle had an average net 
value of $-91.64/hd and "healthy" cattle averaged $20.49/hd in net return. 
Least-squares means categorized by VAC Program [CPH= Certified: 
Preconditioned for Health (VAC45), GT= KCA Gold Tag (VAC34) and None= no 
known history] are listed in table 14. The variables used in this analysis were ACTNET-
I, ACTNET-NI, ADJNET-I, ADJNET-NI, MEDNET-I, MEDNET-NI, VALUE-I, 
VALUE-NI, W2-NI and ADG-NI. Each variable, with the exception of W2 and ADG, 
was calculated by including all cattle in this study (I) and by not including any dead 
calves and realizer calves (NI). ACTNET-I is the actual net return for each group with 
dead and "realizer" calves included. "Realizer" calves were calves that were chronically 
ill and not improving in performance. These cattle were sold to a local sale barn in an 
effort to reduce losses from these cattle. ACTNET-NI is the actual net return for each 
group with the dead and realizer calves not included in the analysis. ADJNET-I is the 
adjusted net return (assuming an equal purchase price on all cattle) with deads and 
realizers included while ADJNET-NI represents adjusted net value, excluding deads and 
realizers. MEDNET represents the net medical cost for the cattle. VALUE is the dollar 
amount assigned to cattle based on current weight. W2 is the weight measured on March 
14, 1998, and ADG is the average daily gain for the cattle. 
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Table 14. Least-Squares Means: Categorized by VAC Program3 
Variableb CPH GT None 
ACTNET -1 ($/HD) -22.01cd -4.96° -50.18d 
ACTNET - NI ($/HD) -10.86d 8.38° 12.25° 
ADJNET -1 ($/HD) -4.61° -5.75° -68.17d 
ADJNET - NI (S/HD) 6.54° 7.59° -5.75d 
MEDNET -1 ($/HD) 8.78d 9.30d 10.95° 
MEDNET - NI ($/HD) 9.1 lc 9.38° 10.27° 
Value -1 ($/HD) 619.67° 598.44° 526.18d 
Value - NI ($/HD) 632.18° 613.46d 595.00e 
W2- NI (LB) 849.43° 807.34d 770.49° 
ADG- NI (LB) 3.78° 3.65° 3.68° 
a
 CPH = Certified: Preconditioned for Health (VAC45); 
GT = Kentucky Gold Tag (VAC34); None = no known history, "sale barn" cattle. 
ACTNET -1 = net return with actual purchase cost, deads and realizers included; 
ACTNET - NI = deads and realizers not included; ADJNET -1 = net return with equal 
purchase cost, deads and realizers included; ADJNET - NI = deads and realizers not 
included; MEDNET -1 = medical costs, deads and realizers included; MEDNET - NI = 
deads and realizers not included; Value -1 = market value, deads and realizers included; 
Value - NI = deads and realizers not included; W2 = re-implant weight; ADG = average 
daily gain through re-implant date. 
c
'
d
'
e
 Values in same row followed by a different superscript differ statistically (P < .05). 
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ACTNET-I /ACTNET-NI 
Least-squares means for actual net return with deads and realizers included 
(ACTNET-I) were $-22.01, $-4.96 and $-50.18/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale 
barn groups, respectively. ACTNET-I for CPH calves was not significantly different 
from ACTNET-I for KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn calves. The KCA Gold Tag calves 
however, had a significantly higher ACTNET-I than the sale barn calves. The KCA Gold 
Tag group had a $45.21 advantage in ACTNET-I when compared to the Sale Barn group. 
Least-squares means for ACTNET-NI, which does not include deads and realizer calves, 
were $-10.86, $8.38 and $12.25 for CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, 
respectively. The CPH group had a significantly lower least-squares mean than the KCA 
Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups for ACTNET-NI 
ADJNET-I/ADJNET-NI 
When calves were compared on an equal purchase price basis with deads and 
realizers included (ADJNET-I), least-squares means for net return were $-4.61, $-5.75 
and $-68.17/hd for CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. Both calves 
from CPH and KCA Gold Tag groups had significantly higher ADJNET-I values than 
calves from the Sale Barn group. There was no significant difference in ADJNET-I 
between calves in the CPH and KCA Gold Tag groups. Least-squares means for 
ADJNET-NI were $6.54, $7.59 and $-5.75/hd for CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn 
groups, respectively. Even when deads and realizers were removed from the analysis, the 
CPH and KCA Gold tag cattle still had significantly higher net returns than the sale barn 
cattle. These higher net returns indicate that cattle from either one of these VAC 
Programs (CPH or KCA Gold Tag) return higher profits than sale barn cattle. 
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MEDNET-I /MEDNET-NI 
Least-squares means for net medical cost including dead and realizer calves 
(MEDNET-I) are $8.78, $9.30 and $10.95/hd for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn 
groups, respectively. There was no significant difference in medical costs between the 
CPH and KCA Gold Tag groups; however, the sale barn calves had a significantly higher 
least-squares means for MEDNET when compared to the other groups. Least-squares 
means for MEDNET-NI indicate no significant difference among the three treatment 
groups for medical cost. When the chronically ill and dead calves were removed from 
the analysis, the Sale Barn group did not have a higher medical cost than the other two 
treatment groups. 
VALUE-I/VALUE-NI 
Least-squares means for VALUE-I indicate no significant difference between 
CPH and KCA Gold Tag groups, but both of these groups had a significantly higher value 
than the Sale Barn calves. Least-squares means for VALUE-NI show that the CPH cattle 
had a higher value than the KCA Gold Tag cattle and the KCA Gold Tag cattle had a 
higher value than the Sale Barn cattle. 
W2/ADG 
Least-squares means for re-implant weight (W2) on March 14, 1998, were 
significantly different for the three treatment groups. The CPH group had the heaviest 
weight (lbs.) of 849.43, followed by the KCA Gold Tag group at 807.34 and the Sale 
Barn group at 770.49. Least-squares means for ADG show no significant difference 
among all three treatment groups. 
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Table 15 lists least-squares means for the variables (ACTNET-I, ACTNET-NI, 
ADJNET-I, ADJNET-NI, MEDNET-I, MEDNET-NI, VALUE-I, VALUE-NI, W2 and 
ADG) by hospital designation (hosp 0, 1 or 2+). Calves were classified by the number of 
trips to the hospital pen (0= no trips to the hospital pen, 1= one trip to the hospital pen 
and 2+ = two or more trips to the hospital pen). Data were analyzed using hosp 0, hosp 
1, hosp 2 and hosp 3+. There was no significant difference between calves from hosp 2 
or hosp 3+ so these two groups were combined to represent hosp 2+. Cattle designated 
as hosp 0 or 1 had no statistical difference in ACTNET-I or ADJNET-I. Calves with 
hospital designations of 0 or 1 had a significantly higher least-squares mean for 
ACTNET-I and ADJNET-I than calves from hosp 2+. 
When the dead and realizer calves were taken out of the calculation, there was no 
significant difference in ACTNET-NI and ADJNET-NI between hosp 0 and hosp 1 
groups. Again, both hosp 0 and hosp 1 least-squares means for ACTNET-NI and 
ADJNET-NI were statistically higher than least-squares means for calves classified as 
hosp 2+. MEDNET-I least-squares means were $0.06, $7.93 and $21.04/hd for calves 
designated as hosp 0,1 and 2+, respectively. Net medical costs for this study were 
similar to medical costs listed in other recent studies (McNeill, 1996; Gardner et al., 
1996). Calves that did not go to the hospital pen had significantly lower MEDNET costs 
than calves that went to the hospital pen only once (hosp 1), and calves from hosp 1 had 
significantly lower MEDNET costs than calves that went to the hospital two or more 
times. This trend also existed when dead and realizer calves were not included in the 
analysis. Hosp 0 calves had the lowest medical cost of $0.01/hd, hosp 1 calves had a 
Table 16. Least-Squares Means: Categorized by VAC Program" and Hospital Trips'1 
Variableb 0 1 2+ 
ACTNET -1 ($/HD) 8.38° -0.54° -84.99d 
ACTNET - NI ($/HD) 15.26° 12.83° -18.33d 
ADJNET -1 ($/HD) 7.92c -1.00° -85.45d 
ADJNET - NI ($/HD) 14.80° 12.37° -18.79d 
MEDNET -1 ($/HD) 0.06° 7.93d 21.04° 
MEDNET - NI ($/HD) 0.01° 8.10d 20.74s 
Value -1 ($/HD) 608.84° 606.45° 529.00d 
Value - NI ($/HD) 615.95° 621.50° 603.20d 
W2- NI (LB) 814.95° 821.25° 791.06d 
ADG- NI (LB) 3.79° 3.88° 3.43d 
a
 0 = no trips; 1 = 1 treatment; 2+ = 2 or more treatments. 
b
 ACTNET -1 = net return with actual purchase cost, deads and realizers included; 
ACTNET - NI = deads and realizers not included; 
ADJNET -1 = net return with equal purchase cost, deads and realizers included; 
ADJNET - NI = deads and realizers not included; 
MEDNET -1 = medical costs, deads and realizers included; 
MEDNET - NI = deads and realizers not included; 
Value -1 = market value, deads and realizers included; 
Value - NI = deads and realizers not included; 
W2 = re-implant weight; 
ADG = average daily gain through re-implant date. 
c
'
d
'
e
 Values in same row followed by a different superscript differ statistically (P < . 
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significantly higher MEDNET-NI of $8.10/hd and hosp 2+ calves had the highest 
MEDNET-NI of $20.74/hd (P <.05). 
Least-squares means for VALUE-I and VALUE-NI were not significantly 
different when comparing calves from hosp 0 or hosp 1, but calves from hosp 2+ had 
lower least-squares means for value than calves from hosp 0 or hosp 1 (P <.05). Calves 
that went to the hospital pen only once did not have lower net returns or values when 
compared to the calves that did not go to the hospital pen. The owner of these cattle can 
afford to have calves that require one additional dose of medication upon placing cattle 
in the feedlot, but when calves require more than one dose of medication, the calves 
ultimately have reduced weight gains and, thus, lower net returns. However, 
cattle that receive additional medication in the hospital pen do have significantly higher 
medical costs. 
Least-squares means for W2 were 814.95, 821.25 and 791.06 lbs. for hosp 0,1 
and 2+, respectively. No statistical difference existed between weights for hosp 0 and 1, 
but calves from hosp 2+ had a significantly lower weight than the other two hospital 
groups (P <05). Calves in hosp 0 and hosp 1 had no significant difference in ADG but 
calves from hosp 2+ had a significantly lower ADG (P <05). Both least-squares means 
for W2 and ADG indicate that cattle that receive little or no additional medication upon 
entrance to the feedlot perform similarly. Cattle that required two or more treatments for 
illness have lower gains. The first thirty days in the feedlot are the most critical days for 
cattle arriving in a feedlot. Most signs of BRD are noticed during this time period. The 
highest mortality rates exist during this period, as well. 
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Since a highly significant (P< .01) interaction between lot and hospital effects 
was found, the lot by hospital interactions are presented in Table 16. CPH calves from 
hosp 0 had a significantly higher ACTNET-I than CPH calves from hosp 2+. There was 
no statistical difference in ACTNET-I between CPH calves in hosp 0 and 1 or between 
CPH calves in hosp 1 and 2+. The CPH and Sale Barn cattle from hosp 0 had the highest 
ACTNET-I when compared to all three treatment groups and hospital designations. 
However, CPH cattle that received medication only once dropped to an ACTNET-I of 
$2.43/hd, and calves treated two or more times had an ACTNET-I of $-81.03/hd. CPH 
calves usually must be purchased at a higher price because these calves are weaned and 
vaccinated. In this study, the CPH calves that required additional medical costs had low 
net returns because these cattle had already incurred a higher purchase price in hopes of 
purchasing healthier calves. The buyer is basically paying for these cattle to remain 
healthy; when that is not the case, earning a profit on these cattle will be very difficult. 
ACTNET-I for the KCA Gold Tag calves was $6.87, $-20.00 and $-1.73/hd for 
hosp 0, 1 and 2+, respectively. The KCA Gold Tag calves that remained healthy 
throughout this trial had profitable least-squares means, but calves that required 
additional medication did not. However, a different trend is noticeable in this group. 
The cattle designated as hosp 1 had a lower actual net return than cattle designated as 
hosp 2+ by a difference of $-19.27/hd. This trend suggests that either a dead calf or 
realizer calf that went to the hospital pen once affected the results. 
Least-squares means for ACTNET-I for the Sale Barn calves were $5.72, $15.95 
and $-172.20/hd for hosp 0, 1 and 2+, respectively. Calves from hosp 0 and 1 had a 
significantly higher ACTNET-I than calves from hosp 2+. Cattle that experienced lower 
Table 16. Least-Squares Means: Categorized by VAC Program" and Hospital Trips'1 
Variable0 
0. 
n = 65 
CPH 
I 
23 
2+ 
7 
0 
57 
GT 
1 2± 
19 14 
0 
19 
None 
1 
23 
2+ 
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ACTNET -1 ($/HD) 12.56v 2 4 3vw -81.03w 6.87v -20.00™ -1.74™ 5.72™ 15.95v -172.20x 
ACTNET - NI ($/HD) 12.8 lw -1.94wx -43.46y 10.82w 13.56™ 075wx 22.14v 26.86v -12.27x 
ADJNET -1 ($/HD) 29.96v 1 9 83vw -63.63™ 6.08™ -20.79™ -2.53™ -12.27™ -2.04™ -190.19x 
ADJNET - NI ($/HD) 30.21v 15.45w -26.06x 10.03w 12.77w -0.04w 4.15w 8.87w -30.26y 
MEDNET - 1 ($/HD) -0.02v 7.28w 19.10x 0.02v 8.11w 19.77x 0.18V 8.41w 24.26y 
MEDNET - NI ($/HD) -0.01v 7.34w 20.00xy 0.00v 8.37w 19.76x 0.04v 8.32w 22.47y 
Value -1 ($/HD) 646.5 5V 644.00™ 568.45w 602.48w 579.14w 613.71™ 557.50w 596.21w 404.84x 
Value - NI ($/HD) 646.72v 639.34v 610.49wx 606.52wx 617.64w 616.23w 594.60^ 607.54wx 582.87y 
W2 (lb) 876.26v 857.91v 814.10wx 796.60wx 814.24w 811.19™ 772.00xy 791.60wx 747.88y 
ADG (lb) 4.18v 3 91™ 3.25z 3.49xyz 3.76wx 3 71wxy 3.70wxy 3.99™ 3.34yz 
CPH = Certified: Preconditioned for Health (VAC45); GT = Kentucky Gold Tag (VAC34); None = no known history. 
b
 0 = no trips; 1 = 1 treatment; 2+ = two or more treatments. 
0
 ACTNET -1 = net return with actual purchase cost, deads and realizers included; ACTNET - NI = deads and realizers not 
included; ADJNET -1 = net return with equal purchase cost, deads and realizers included; ADJNET - NI = deads and 
realizers not included; MEDNET -1 = medical costs, deads and realizers included; MEDNET - NI = deads and realizers 
not included; Value -1 = market value, deads and realizers included; Value - NI = deads and realizers not included; 
W2 = reimplant weight; ADG = average daily gain through reimplant date. 
v,w,x,y,z Yalues in the same row followed by same superscript do not differ statistically (P< .05). 
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levels of morbidity remained profitable when evaluated on actual net return. However, 
Sale Barn/hosp 1 cattle had a higher net return ($/hd) than cattle from the Sale Barn/ hosp 
0 group. Losses associated with calf morbidity were explained in the Decatur Beef 
Alliance Executive Summary (NCA, 1996). The average medicine cost ranged from 
$11.38/hd to $0.00/hd among calves consigned in Alliances during 1996 (NCA, 1996). 
Even though medicine cost was the most noticeable cost related to calf morbidity, it was 
much smaller than costs that can be associated with calf morbidity such as reduced 
performance, slower weight gains and other costs included in the total cost of poor health 
(NCA, 1996). In addition, for every calf that is pulled from its pen for treatment, it is 
estimated that there are probably two calves that are experiencing sub-clinical illness; 
calves that experience sub-clinical illness have lower performance rates than their 
genetic merit will allow (NCA, 1996). The lack of detection of sub-clinical illness in the 
feedlot makes it difficult to detect and/or treat every animal that experiences reduced 
performance rates associated with BRD. 
Sale Barn calves designated as hosp 2+ had the lowest actual net return 
($-172.20/hd) when compared to all three experimental groups among nine VAC 
Program by Hospital categories. Many of these calves experienced chronic illness and 
were sent to the hospital pen 2, 3,4 or even 5 times before death or recovery. Also, 9 
sale barn calves were sold as "realizers" to a local sale barn. 
Least-squares means for ACTNET-NI for the CPH group were $12.81, $-1.94 and 
$-43.46/hd for hosp 0, hosp 1 and hosp 2+, respectively. CPH calves that required more 
than one trip to the hospital pen had lower net returns than those CPH calves that 
remained healthy. 
ACTNET-NI for the KCA Gold Tag calves were $10.82, $13.56 and $0.75/hd for 
the hosp 0,1 and 2+ groups, respectively. There was no significant difference among 
calves from hosp 0, 1 or 2+ for ACTNET-NI. The cattle that were not treated for illness 
or treated only once did not have a higher net return than calves treated two or more 
times. It is easy to assume that calves not requiring treatment should have higher 
performance rates because these calves were considered "healthy." However these 
results suggest that some calves with sub-clinical infections were not determined to be 
"sick." 
When evaluated for ACTNET-NI, the Sale Barn calves from hosp 0 and 1 had 
significantly higher least-squares means than cattle from hosp 2+, even when all of the 
deads and realizers were removed from the analysis. The sale barn calves that did not 
experience morbidity or experienced low levels of morbidity remained profitable in this 
study. Actually, calves treated once for illness had a higher net return than calves not 
treated for illness. The explanation may be due to sub-clinical illness that is difficult to 
detect in the feedlot. 
Least-squares means for ADJNET are similar to those for ACTNET for the 
treatment group by hospital trip interactions. CPH cattle from hosp 0 had significantly 
the highest ADJNET-1 of $29.96/hd. CPH cattle that received little or no additional 
medication had the highest net returns but those CPH calves in hosp 2+ had an ADJNET-
I of $-63.63/hd. Sale Barn calves from hosp 2+ had the lowest ADJNET-I of all calves 
evaluated (P < .05). 
When cattle were analyzed without deads and realizers (ADJNET-NI), the least-
squares means showed that the CHP/hosp 0 group had the highest net return of all nine 
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comparisons (P < .05). Calves from CPH, hosp 2+ and Sale Barn, hosp 2+ had the lowest 
net returns for ADJNET-NI (P< .05). 
Trends for MEDNET-I and MEDNET-NI costs were as expected. Those cattle 
classified as hosp 0 had a very low MEDNET, and calves from hosp 1 had similar values 
for MEDNET that ranged from $7.28/hd to $8.41/hd for MEDNET-I and $7.34/hd to 
$8.37/hd for MEDNET-NI.. Calves designated as hosp 2+ had the highest least-squares 
means for MEDNET-I and MEDNET-NI. Medical costs ranged from $19.10/hd to 
$24.26/hd for MEDNET-I and $19.76/hd to $22.47/hd for MEDNET-NI. The sale barn 
calves from hosp 2+ had the highest cost for MEDNET-I and MEDNET-NI. 
The CPH/hosp 0 calves had the highest least-squares mean for VALUE-I at 
$646.55/hd (P <.05). Sale barn/ hosp 2+ calves had the lowest value of $404.84/hd 
(P <05). The VALUE-I for the Sale barn/hosp 2+ cattle was expected since the Sale 
Barn group had the highest morbidity and mortality rates of the three experimental 
groups. Excluding deads and realizers, least-squares means for VALUE-NI showed that 
CPH/hosp 0 or 1 calves had the highest value. The Sale Barn/hosp 2+ calves had the 
lowest VALUE-NI. 
Least-squares means for ADG for CPH calves were 4.18, 3.91 and 3.25 lbs. for 
hosp 0, 1 and 2+, respectively. The CPH cattle that remained healthy or required only 
one additional dose of medical treatment had higher gains than the calves that suffered 
from more serious cases of BRD during the feeding phase. CPH/hosp 0 calves had a 
significantly higher ADG than CPH hosp 2+ calves. ADG for the KCA Gold Tag calves 
was 3.49, 3.76 and 3.71 lbs. for hosp 0,1 and 2+, respectively. Calves treated for illness 
had higher gains than the calves that received no medical treatment once placed on feed. 
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This same trend is noticed in the Sale Barn calves that were treated only once for illness. 
However, those Sale Barn calves treated twice or more for illness had a lower ADG than 
Sale Barn calves from hosp 0 or hosp 1. Apparently, the Sale Barn calves that had signs 
of illness and were treated had time to recover from BRD and actually had higher weight 
gains than the calves that were not treated. Again, some cases of subclinical illness were 
probably present and caused weight loss and reduced performance rates among cattle not 
treated for BRD. 
Least-squares means for W2 for the CPH cattle were 876.26, 857.91 and 814.10 
lbs. for hosp 0,1 and 2+, respectively. Cattle that did not become sick after being placed 
on feed had higher weight gains as measured at the "mid-point" of their time on feed on 
3/14/98. Likewise, those CPH calves that did become sick and required medication had 
the lowest weights at the time measured (P <05). The KCA Gold Tag calves had least-
squares means for W2 of 796.60, 814.24 and 811.19 lbs. for hosp 0, 1 and 2+. In this 
group, the calves that were treated for illness had heavier weights than the cattle that 
were not treated for illness; however there was no significant difference among these 
three weights. The sick cattle in the KCA Gold Tag group had time to recover from BRD 
and experienced higher weight gains than the calves from hosp 0. Least-squares means 
for W2 for the Sale Barn cattle were 772.00, 791.60 and 747.88 lbs. for hosp 0, 1 and 2+, 
respectively. Cattle treated once for illness (hosp 1) had the highest W2 when compared 
to hosp 0 and hosp 2+ of the Sale Barn group. Cattle designated as hosp 0 or hosp 2+ in 
the Sale Barn group had the lightest W2 when compared to all other groups in this study 
(P <05). 
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The significance levels of each variable are listed in table 17. Lot had a 
significant effect (P <05) on ACTNET-I for the cattle evaluated in this study. Other 
sources of variation for ACTNET-I included hospital, lot by hospital interaction and 
initial weight. All of these sources were highly significant (P <.01) with their effect on 
ACTNET-I. For ACTNET-NI, all sources of variation (lot, hosp, lot by hosp and IW) 
had a highly significant (P <.01) effect on net value when deads and realizers were 
excluded. 
All sources of variation that affected ADJNET-I were highly significant (P <.01). 
In this study, the CPH cattle had the highest purchase cost and the sale barn calves had 
the lowest purchase cost. 
The significance levels for the net medical cost (MEDNET) indicated that lot had 
a significant effect on MEDNET-I, which was expected since cattle included in this study 
originated from different health backgrounds. Hospital group had a highly significant 
effect on net medical costs for the cattle. Calves that went to the hospital pen 
encountered additional medical costs compared to those calves that remained healthy 
throughout this experiment. The lot by hospital interaction significantly affected 
MEDNET-I. Initial weight had no significant effect on MEDNET-I. 
When deads and realizers were excluded (MEDNET-NI), lot had no effect on net 
medical costs. However, hospital designation did effect MEDNET-NI (P <.01). Neither 
lot by hospital interaction nor initial weight affected MEDNET-NI significantly. 
Significance levels for VALUE-I and VALUE-NI showed that lot, hosp, lot by 
hosp interaction and IW had a highly significant effect on value. 
T a b l e 17. Significance Levels8 of Factors1* Relative to Dependent Variables0 
ACTNET-I ACTNET-NI ADJNET-I ADJNET-NI MEDNET-I MEDNET-NI Value-I Value-NI W2 ADG 
($/hd) ($/hd) ($/hd) ($/hd) ($/hd) ($/M) ($/hd) ($/hd) (lb) (lb) 
* * 
Lot 
Hosp 
Lot*Hosp ** 
IW ** 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
ns 
ns 
** 
ns 
ns 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
ns 
* * * * 
* * 
0.449 0.672 0.479 0.660 0.830 0.822 0.445 0.649 0.677 0.189 
a
 * = indicates significance at P < .05, ** = indicates significance at P < .01, ns ~ no statistical difference 
bFactors included in the analysis were lot (CPH, KCA Gold Tag or Sale Barn), hosp (hospital designation of 0,1, or 2+), 
lot by hospital interaction and IW (initial weight when calves arrived at the feedyard). 
c
 ACTNET -1 = net return with actual purchase cost, deads and realizers included; ACTNET - NI - deads and realizers not 
included; ADJNET - 1 = net return with equal purchase cost, deads and realizers included; ADJNET - NI = deads and 
realizers not included; MEDNET -1 = medical costs, deads and realizers included; MEDNET - NI = deads and realizers 
not included; Value -1 = market value, deads and realizers included; Value - NI = deads and realizers not included; 
W2 = reimplant weight; ADG = average daily gain through reimplant date. 
vO 
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In this comparison, all independent variables had a highly significant effect on re-
implant weight (W2). Lot did not significantly affect ADG but all other variables 
significantly affected ADG. Calves who experienced morbidity during this trial did not 
gain as well. In addition, initial weight of the calves upon arrival to the feedyard 
significantly affected ADG. 
Chapter V 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to determine value differences associated with 
cattle originating from various health program backgrounds and to determine the ultimate 
effect of calf morbidity on feedlot performance and overall profitability. Two "Value-
Added Calf' Programs [Certified: Preconditioned for Health (CPH) and KCA Gold Tag] 
were evaluated in this study. A third group of "Sale Barn" calves was purchased through 
local sale barns and no history was known for these calves. This group was 
representative of the average mix of feeder cattle that are available for purchase from 
"Sale Barns" or order buyers in Kentucky. 
The groups of calves had similar weights when purchased. Average weights for 
the groups on March 14, 1998, were 850.0 lbs., 805.1 lbs. and 788.7 lbs. for the CPH, 
KCA Gold Tag and Sale Barn groups, respectively. CPH cattle had the highest average 
daily gain (ADG) and the lowest feed cost of gain. The KCA Gold Tag calves had an 
ADG of 3.59 lbs. and a feed cost/pound of gain of $0.44. The Sale Barn cattle had an 
ADG of 3.69 lbs. but the feed cost of gain/pound for this group was much higher ($1.02). 
This increase in feed cost of gain/pound was a result of higher morbidity and mortality 
rates in the Sale Barn group. 
Morbidity rates were 31.6, 36.7 and 78.4% for the CPH, KCA Gold Tag and Sale 
Barn groups, respectively. Factors that could have contributed to high morbidity rates 
include commingling at the sale barn, feed and water deprivation, stress, transport and 
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exposure to disease. The Sale Barn group had the highest percent of deads and realizers. 
The CPH and KCA Gold Tag calves likely had an advantage because these calves had 
received at least one immunization against BRD. As a group, the Sale Barn cattle had the 
lowest net return and the highest medical costs. The Sale Barn cattle that remained 
healthy throughout this trial were profitable because these cattle were purchased at a 
lower cost. Unfortunately, the sick calves outnumbered the healthy ones. It can be 
relatively risky to take a chance and hope that sale barn cattle will not become sick. 
Least-squares means categorized by "Value-Added Calf' (VAC) Program showed 
that the KCA Gold Tag and CPH cattle had a higher net return than the Sale Barn cattle 
(P <.05). However, if deads and realizers are excluded from the model, the KCA Gold 
Tag and Sale Barn groups had higher net returns than the CPH group (P <.05). If calves 
were purchased for an equal price/cwt, average net returns for the CPH and KCA Gold 
Tag calves were significantly higher as compared to the Sale Barn calves. CPH and KCA 
Gold Tag cattle had a significantly higher value ($/hd) than the Sale Barn cattle when 
deads and realizers were included in the analysis; however, when deads and realizers 
were excluded, CPH cattle had the highest value follwed by the KCA Gold Tag group 
(P< .05). The Sale Barn group had the lowest value (P< .05). 
Least-squares means for cattle categorized by hospital trips (hosp 0, 1 or 2+) 
showed no significant difference in net return between hosp 0 and hosp 1 calves. Cattle 
from hosp 2+ had a significantly lower net return than calves classified as hosp 0 or hosp 
1. When calves became chronically ill and required multiple trips to the hospital pen, net 
profits were reduced. The calves categorized as hosp 2+ had significantly lower least-
squares means for ADG when compared to calves from hosp 0 and hosp 1, as well. 
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Results from this study indicate that VAC Programs do improve the health status 
of Kentucky calves that are shipped to feedyards for the finishing phase. Both calves 
from the CPH and KCA Gold Tag VAC Programs had higher net returns than calves 
from the Sale Barn group. VAC Programs are essential in order to improve the overall 
health status of southeastern cattle that are being shipped to feedyards. Cattle producers 
from the southeast can not continually afford to take price reductions on their calves 
based solely on origin. Health programs such as CPH and KCA Gold Tag should be 
initiated in every state so that cattle buyers will become aware of the effort to improve the 
health status of feeder calves. 
The first thirty days upon entrance into a feedlot is the most critical time during 
the feeding phase. It is important for cattle to remain healthy during this period. Since 
this is the most stressful period in a calf s life, it is important to take precautions to 
minimize stress and illness. Cattle that had been preconditioned and/or vaccinated prior 
to placement in the feedyard had lower morbidity and mortality rates in this study. 
Although the "healthy" Sale Barn cattle performed well, it is very risky to purchase cattle 
from an unknown origin. A greater percentage (78.4%) of the Sale Barn cattle was 
classified as "sick" when compared to the CPH and KCA Gold Tag groups. 
It is not possible to predict which calves will be healthy and which calves will be 
sick when purchased at weaning. It becomes very risky when purchasing calves of 
unknown origin. However, a "risk management" strategy such as metaphylaxis using 
Micotil (Elanco Animal Health) may reduce incidence of BRD in the feedlot. Some 
feedlots have resorted to this method in an effort to reduce morbidity and mortality rates. 
It is less risky to take calves through a VAC program rather than metaphylaxis. VAC 
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programs were designed to reduce stress on calves prior to weaning by castrating, 
dehorning and performing other management practices on calves prior to weaning. In 
addition, vaccination prior to and at weaning help the calf to build up immunity to 
diseases commonly associated with BRD before being placed under stress. These 
management practices help to improve the overall health status of calves being 
transported to feedlots. If a VAC program is not economically feasible, then perhaps just 
administering vaccinations to the calves at weaning would be better than no vaccinations 
at all. If purchasing cattle of unknown origin, metaphylaxis would help to reduce the 
number of chronically ill cattle, as well as decrease the death loss on the group of cattle. 
Regardless of the VAC program or vaccination method used, proper management to 
reduce stress at weaning is the key to reducing BRD in the feedlot and improving feedlot 
performance. 
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